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Executive Summary 

LaTienda is an application that allows users to buy groceries and receive them at their location 

with a smartphone in twenty-five minutes or less, the application has features to make it easier to 

look for products making the task of going to the supermarket a thing of the past. 

 

 

1. The application will have a Food Plan Feature, which allows users to choose between a 

great variety of local and foreign recipes, this feature allows our customers to plan the 

meals they are going to eat for the week, and for every member of the family, once the 

customers set the meals and number of people to each day  the application will make a 

list of all the products that our customer will need in order to prepare the meals, with the 

exact amount/weight of every product for the period of time the user requires. 

2. The application will have a Scheduled List Feature that allows our customers to order 

their groceries with anticipation, automating the task of creating lists of products that they 

will need every week, our customers will set the start date/time, frequency, and the 

application will remind our customers of these upcoming orders. 

3. The application will have an Inventory Feature for our suppliers, so we can gather 

information about the stock of products and forecast the quantity of product that every 

supplier will need in following weeks, this feature will include a bar code scanning 

process that will upload the data we need in order to meet the demand of our customers. 

4. The application will have an Account Balance Feature, every transaction made by our 

users will be registered. 

 

The back-end application will be a Supply Chain Management Platform for producers, small 

stores, farm markets, we will have two type of customers in our application, the customers who 

want to buy products (Customer Target) and the customers who want to sell products (Customer 

Source), our application will help these two type of customer to achieve their tasks more 

efficiently. 

 

*From now on in this document we will refer our Customer Target as cTarget and our 

Customer Source as cSource. 
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Opportunity 

Problem Summary 

 Make a grocery list. 

 Go to the nearest supermarket. 

 Find all the items on your list. 

 Get in the line to pay for your products. 

 Put all the products in the bags. 

 Then go home. 

 

Normally this task would take from one to two hours of your time, plus the energy you need in 

order to supply your fridge with food for a few weeks, or maybe days, this dynamic is used by 

every family in every city and most of the people have to do it on weekends or at night because 

of their schedules, and sometimes they can’t even find all of their items they need. 

 

Countries in Latin America have something in common, the small store that is part of the culture 

in every Latin American city, small businesses like these cover more than 90% of the 

metropolitan and rural areas, giving the availability, proximity and fair prices to our customers, 

hence we call the application: La Tienda. 

 

Our Customer Source (cSource) will be the Stores, Farm Markets, Bakeries, Liquor Stores, 

Hardware Stores, Pharmacies, Butcheries and many more microenterprises which are looking to 

improve their profits and promote their products to our end customers (cTarget) 

 

Figure 1 – Typical Small Ecuadorian Store 
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Solution Summary 

Supermarkets are visited nowadays because they have huge premises to store a large number of 

products so you can find everything at one place, this advantage disappear when you can buy all 

your groceries with from your smartphone. 

 

Our proposal is to do this process for our cTarget and transport the products of our cSource, 

delivering the products in the least time possible with a fee worth paying to avoid going to the 

supermarket to spend part of the day doing this task. 

 

We are going to work with every microenterprise in every Latin American city, so we can 

achieve together a greater revenue by selling their products more efficiently, offering a much 

bigger audience with our application. Technically, we will be offering Supply Chain 

Management as a Service for microenterprises, we are going to work with farm markets that also 

have a big presence in every city, their products are cheaper than the ones we can get in 

supermarkets and healthier, the network will also include other type of businesses like (bakeries, 

butcheries, hardware stores, liquor stores, pharmacies and more), always taking the environment 

as our top priority. 

 

The environment is a top priority for our company, La Tienda will not use plastic and we will 

design the packaging with materials that are not a threat to the environment, this is a common 

concern for all our users and this operation will give us our customers’ trust and preference. 

 

Market 

This is one of the biggest markets in the world because it involves all of the products our cTarget 

buys every day, and involves all of the products our cSource sells every day. 

Nowadays only companies that have business premises large enough to store products are 

supplying a substantial demand for customers every day, we are going to offer our cTarget and 

cSource a way of doing this process easier and more effectively. 

 

One of the common denominators in every city in Latin American is that all of them have these 

kind of stores in every corner of the city, where you can find a considerably variety of products 

for the daily consumption, this kind of business is essential for every neighborhood and they are 

part of the culture, also pharmacies, hardware stores, bakeries, liquor stores, butcheries follow 

these characteristics, and farm markets that are bigger than supermarkets with a better variety of 

organic products, this means our marketing strategy will have a great presence in every street. 

 

We are offering a platform where the smalls businesses can cooperate to sell their products with 

the best price to supply the demand of products that our cTarget needs, and have a wide coverage 

in every city, the algorithms create the route for our delivery team to arrive in the shortest period 

(10 - 25 min). 

  

In the near future, when we gather more information, we will open storehouses in many parts of 

the city, where demand is increasing. 
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Competition 

We do not have direct competitors because we will be charging for the service to communicate 

sellers with buyers and the delivery of products, also our cTarget will be mostly people who do 

not want to go to supermarkets to spent hours to buy food and people which see more useful to 

do it with their smartphones, plus the cTarget and cSource attracted by the all of the features of 

the application provides, this means that we will make our cSource to compete with 

Supermarkets. 

 

Why Us? 

We live in Latin American cities, we have visited many of them through the years, day-by-day 

we have observed the dynamic of the microenterprises and we recognize their potential and 

improvement points, we understand the needs of our customers and we can offer the best service 

to solve one of the tasks they normally do every week and for hours in a matter of minutes, our 

management team will create more opportunities for new businesses to enhance the user’s 

experience. 
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Expectations 

Forecast - Ecuador. 

Ecuador is a small country with seventeen million citizens; two of the biggest companies in the 

country are the two biggest supermarkets chains (Mi Comisariato, Megamaxi/Supermaxi). We 

based our analysis and expectations on the data of both of these companies and their presence 

and coverage in the three more important cities in Ecuador. 

 

The Table 1 indicates the population of each city and how many supermarkets and farm markets 

each one has, the number of stores and convenience stores represents the majority of businesses 

in every city, and we know by experience that these businesses exceed the hundreds of thousands 

in every country, which means the expectations to supply all the demand are very easy to meet. 

 

 

City Population #Mi Comisariato Premises #Supermaxi/Megamaxi Premises #Farm Markets 

Quito 3,100,000 4 16 20 

Guayaquil 3,000,000 19 8 19 

Cuenca 700,000 0 4 17 

Total 6,800,000 23 28 56 

Table 1 – Supermarkets and Farm Markets 

 

 

Microenterprises like farm markets and stores do not have big revenues, our goal is to increase 

their profits by selling their products more efficiently, bringing more customers to their 

businesses with our application and create a strong network that chooses us for our effectiveness. 

The Table 2 shows the revenue by enterprises, we can appreciate that our clients have the need to 

promote their products, and they represent the 92% of the enterprises established in Ecuador. 

 

 

 
Table 2 – Revenue by Enterprise size 2017. 
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Corporation el Rosado (Mi Comisariato) had a revenue from ordinary activities of 1,063.741.336 

USD in 2017 and is the fifth biggest company in the country. 

 

 

 
Figure 2a – Corporation El Rosado 2017 Revenue 

 

 

The net income of this corporation for 2017 was just 23,828.536 USD, the difference is abismal, 

and most of the profits are spent in operational costs, something that we won’t have because the 

distribution and logistics of our system. 

 

 
Figure 2b – Corporation El Rosado 2017 Net Income 
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Corporation Favorita (Megamaxi/Supermaxi) had a revenue of 1,948.912.008 USD in 2017 and 

is the second biggest company in the country after the Oil State Company. 

 

 

 
Figure 3a – Corporation Favorita 2017 Revenue 

 

 

The net income for this corporation in 2017 was 148,382.201 USD, we can see the big difference 

between the revenue from ordinary activities and the Net Income, and this means for us that we 

are going to save a lot in operational costs once our customers adopt the platform. 

 

 
Figure 3b - Corporation Favorita 2017 Net Income 
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Quito - Mi Comisariato  

Mi Comisariato (Corporation el Rosado) has a small coverage in Quito; most of their premises 

are in Guayaquil. We can appreciate in the Figure 4 that more than 90% of area does not have 

coverage if this would be the only supermarket in the city. 

This city resembles many others in Latin America; the information gathered in Quito will be 

useful to expand our operations to other cities like Bogota and Lima. 

 

 
Figure 4 – Mi Comisariato Premises in Quito 
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Quito – Megamaxi/Supermaxi  

Megamaxi/Supermaxi (Corporation Favorita) has a medium coverage in Quito; and we can 

appreciate in the Figure 5 how is nearly one third of the total area of the city where the customers 

can reach this supermarket. 

 

 
Figure 5 – Megamaxi/Supermaxi Premises in Quito. 
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Quito – Farm Markets.  

Farm Markets are in most of the metropolitan area, they cover almost 70% percent of the city, 

this is a great for our business model, and this is a pattern in every city in Latin America.  

In addition, every store in the city (cSource) will give us a 100% coverage in Quito to provide 

our clients (cTarget) with all sort of products for their daily consumption. 

The small stores and the microenterprises are not shown in Google Maps but we know for 

experience that their presence in the city is more than the 90% of the metropolitan area and the 

data of the 2010 Census pointed out that these microenterprises form the 92% of enterprises 

established in Ecuador.  

 

 
Figure 6 – Farm Markets Premises in Quito 
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Guayaquil – Mi Comisariato.  

Mi Comisariato has a wide presence in Guayaquil, in the city its coverage is almost 50% on the 

metropolitan area, and Mi Comisariato makes most of its revenue in this city.  

This city resembles may others cities like Rio de Janeiro and Buenos Aires, Quito and Guayaquil 

are very different, the culture, the traditions, the weather, the people, and many other factors will 

give us a clear vision on how is going to respond our application in different cities. 

 

 
Figure 7 – Mi Comisariato Premises in Guayaquil 
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Guayaquil – Megamaxi/Supermaxi.  

Megamaxi/Supermaxi has a small coverage in Guayaquil, its presence only reaches a 25% on the 

metropolitan area. 

 

 
Figure 8 – Megamaxi/Supermaxi Premises in Guayaquil. 
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Guayaquil – Farm Markets.  

Farm Markets have also a considerably presence in this city; they reach more than 50% coverage 

on the metropolitan area. The small stores do not appear in the searches but they are in almost 

every corner in this city. The information gathered in this city will be useful to expand our 

operations to cities like Medellin in Colombia and Buenos Aires in Argentina. 

 

 
Figure 9 – Farm Markets Premises in Guayaquil. 
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Cuenca – Mi Comisariato.  

There are no Mi Comisariato premises in this city, but we present Coral Hipermercados premises 

to observe the coverage of supermarkets in the area. As we can appreciate in Figure 10 the reach 

of these supermarkets are nearly 15% in the complete metropolitan area. 

 

 
Figure 10 – Coral Hipermercados Premises in Cuenca 

Cuenca – Megamaxi/Supermaxi.  

There are only four Megamaxi/Supermaxi premises in this city; their premises also reach a 15% 

of the metropolitan area. 

 

 
Figure 11 – Megamaxi/Supermaxi Premises in Cuenca. 
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Cuenca – Farm Markets.  

We can consider Cuenca as our model city, the competition for our client’s source (Farm 

Markets and Stores) is very low; in the Figure 12, we could easily realize that the coverage of 

farm markets reaches almost 50%, in addition to the small stores that gives us a 100% coverage 

of the city. 

 

Most of the cities in Latin America are like Cuenca, the information gathered in this city will 

help us to design the strategies for cities like Pereira in Colombia and Montevideo in Uruguay. 

 

 
Figure 12 – Farm Markets Premises in Cuenca. 

 

The type of transportation to deliver the products will depend on many factors; distance, weight, 

fragility and more, these characteristics will determine the type of vehicle to deliver the products, 

we will use mainly bicycles, motorcycles and for greater distances, and for bigger loads we will 

use cars and trucks. 

 

Farmers in Ecuador sell their products very cheap, most of the profits made from these products 

are not even made by the farm markets or stores, the merchant that has trucks or hire trucks to 

transport the products keep most of the profits, we are going to offer this service to our cSource 

and we are going to offer more convenient prices to farmers and farm markets, and with the 

Inventory information we can forecast how many trucks we should hire to provide the farm 

markets and stores with the appropriate stock. 
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Financial Highlights by Year 

We took in consideration many key factors in the Ecuadorian Markets to calculate the 

performance of the company. These numbers were gathered from government statistics and 

surveys from economic studies in the past years. 

 

1.  The basket of basic needs (Basic products for a family of four members to consume in a 

month) is 720 USD at this moment in Ecuador. 

2. The last census in Ecuador (2010) registered a population of 5.073.553 citizens and 

almost 1.500.000 families in Guayaquil, Quito and Cuenca. 

3. Percentage of monthly expenses by type of store and geographic area. 

4. Operational costs and the initial investment could vary depending on the type of 

implementation, we have considered the cloud hosting for this example. 

5. The population in Ecuador has increased by a 17% after the 2010 census. 

 

 

The following figure shows the number of families and the average number of members 

in a family, with this information we calculate the possible number of transactions in a 

month in every city based on the basic needs of every family. 

 

 
Figure 13 – Number of people, Homes, and average members in a family (2010) 
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The following picture shows the preferences of our cTarget when buying groceries, we can 

apreciate that a 48% of our cTarget buy from these microeterprises and a 30% of them buy from 

farm markets at a national level, we are offering a more efficient way to do this process for our 

clients (cSoruce/cTarget). For this example we will use an aproximation to this percentage (80%)  

 

 
Figure 14 – Percentage of Families Monthly expenses by type of store and geographic area. 

 

The following picture shows the prices of the products that a family of four members with an 

income of 1.6 times the basic income consumes in a month (Basket of basic needs), we see that a 

regular family will need at least 231 USD in products, this list does not include another basic 

product like hygiene products, we are going to adjust that value on 250 USD to estimate these 

products. 

 

 
 

Figure 15 – Basket of Basic Needs 
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Having listed our key points, we calculate the financial performance of the company with the 

following quantities. 

 

o # Families = 1.200.000 (almost 80% of the 2010 census) 

o # cSource = 45.000 (Census 2010 – Guayaquil, Quito, Cuenca) 

o # Drivers = 12.000 (Needed in order to satisfy the demand with a 7,5 hours shift) 

o # Transaction Per Month = 4.800.000 (# Families * 4)  

o Price of the Basket of Basic Needs = 62.5 USD (Per Week) 

 

Fees are a variable to agree with our partners, the first example assumes a driver’s fee of 15% 

and a cSource’s fee of 10%. 

 

In the following chart, we appreciate a remarkable profit margin of 60% with operational costs 

from 2.7 Million to 4 Million USD, the costs are smaller with this methodology because we host 

the application in the cloud and we will increase our resources as demand increases, we will use 

contractors in important aspects of the platform that are not in our area of expertise like logistics 

and customer care in social media, these services will be used more if the demand increases. 

 

 
Figure 16 – LaTienda Financial Performance Scenario 1 
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The second scenario was calculated with a driver’s fee of 20% and a supplier’s fee of 12%, we 

estimated a Profit Margin of 60% and a Net Profit of more than 30 Million USD in the first and 

upcoming years. 

 
Figure 17 – LaTienda Financial Performance Scenario 2 

 

The third scenario was calculated with a driver’s fee of 25% and a supplier’s fee of 15%, with 

this values we have a Profit Magin of 60% on average and a Net Income of 42 Million USD. 

 
Figure 18 – LaTienda Finnancial Performance Scenario 3 
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Financing Needed 

We need a team of specialized people in different areas: 

 

1. Development Team. 

2. Marketing Team. 

3. Operational Team. 

4. Supervisors for every area. 

5. Executives and Managers. 

 

The Development Team will have developer with different backgrounds, the characteristics of 

this team includes the following areas; Security, UX Design, Database Administration, Testers, 

Protocol Developers (DLT Systems). 

 

The Marketing team will design strategies to reach more users with promotion like Contacts 

Referral, Gift Cards, Rewards; they will also be in charge of the Branding, Graphic Design, 

Product Design, Packaging Design, Social Media Advertising, and Tracking Results, this team 

could be hired as a contractor if the experience of the company is well known. 

 

The Operational Team will be in charge of the daily operations for our offices will have the tasks 

to implement the strategies that our marketing team designs, they will train suppliers and drivers, 

design a zoning process with the data gathered every day and they will take care of the logistic 

process with another contractor. 

 

Every area needs supervisors and we consider six supervisors to distribute the information 

between the members of the team. 

 

Our first task is to develop the product, design the selection and routing algorithms, set up the 

database for our cSource, then start the brand design and train our marketing and operational 

team. The cost of this workforce is valued in 1.7 Million USD for the first year of operation. 

 

*For more information consult the document: LaTienda_FinnancialForecast. 
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Opportunity 

Problem & Solution 

Problem Worth Solving 

Our clients (cSource/cTarget) represents the entire adult population in every city. Every family 

buys their grocery list every week, this takes time and effort, we give a benefit for our customers, 

this benefit will change the way we consume products, solving this issue for every family with a 

convenient fee will turn the supermarkets obsolete in Latin America, our cTarget will automate 

this task with their smartphones, and our cSource will prefer to serve their products on our 

platform because of the network created between them. 

 

We are planning to create new job opportunities by giving our customers a platform where they 

can promote their products, sell them to a bigger audience, deliver them as soon as possible with 

security for our customers, and we will forecast the demand to allocate the products where our 

customers are requiring them in the near future, our application will organize efficiently the 

stock of products for our cSource because we will have the information in real time to enhance 

the algorithms and take better decisions in a small period of time, this experience will give us a 

better perspective to upgrade the network and the protocols in the future. 

 

Moreover, our business model is applicable to the agriculture sector, in Ecuador as in many Latin 

American countries the agriculture sector have an enormous barrier, to transport their products to 

the city is a big challenge, at this moment there is no platform for the agriculture sector to solve 

this problem, we are going to work directly with the farmers, drivers and markets, making the 

whole Supply Chain Management as a service for our Customers, and we are going to ask them 

for exclusiveness, this kind of revenue is even bigger once our company is well positioned in the 

markets. 
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Our Solution 

We have three stages in the implementations of this project, we are going to explain each one of 

them and why we are using this schema. 

 

This implementation is the easiest and quickest way to gather information while working with a 

great application that can be improved with the feedback of our clients, In this phase we are 

going to develop a centralized service, we are going to setup a database and the mobile 

application will connect to this database with the purpose of processing orders, every cSource 

will receive the information of the orders, our database knows the location and quantity of the 

product in every store, the cSource will compete with others cSource to complete the list of 

products, the algorithms will be designed to favor those products with a smaller price and with a 

location near the cTarget, this efficiency and fairness in the price will be rewarded and the 

cSource will rank better amongst the members of the network, the cSource that follows these 

rules will have more buying orders in the future. 

 

After we gain experience in the phase one and solve the common issues, the phase two will be 

used to escalate the solution to every city in Latin America, if we do it centralizing datacenters  

or hosting in the cloud then we incur in daily costs of maintenance and renting space, in this 

phase we prepare the network to be decentralized and we as an enterprise will be operating a 

node as any member of the network, the application is going to be used as Front-End, the 

network and protocols running with the application will be our Back-End and the protocols will 

be designed with the information from phase one to be efficient and effective in their algorithms, 

in this phase we create a device to assemble an infrastructure with Mesh Networks, the goal is to 

reach as far as possible with small and cheap devices. 

 

The phase number three will use Business Intelligence in order to maintain the network by itself 

and to enhance product manufacturing when and where they are needed, this last stage will be 

used to polish the details of the platform, this phase is not going to be immediately after phase 

two was with phase one, at this point the return of investment will stop being a factor, and we 

can concentrate in improving the network and set the rules so users can participate in these 

improvements. 

 

*Phases 2 and 3 are not part of the scope of this document nor of the Financial Projections. 
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Target Market 

Market Size & Segments 

Our target market includes families, single people, restaurants, hotels, farm markets, stores, bars, 

school bars, and many more. 

These customers spent more than 3 Billion USD in 2017 and the supermarkets receive a Net 

Income of 175 Million USD +, we target a 15 % of the market. 

 

Competition 

Current Alternatives 

There are another applications that are similar to ours, however, these applications have a 

different focus, we have Glovo which is an application to buy anything from any store, they do 

not carry big orders of products, they currently deliver packets no heavier than 9 kilograms, so is 

not useful if you need to buy groceries, there is also Uber Eats which allows users to buy food 

directly from restaurants, these two applications are not selling the same service as we do even 

though their methodology is similar. 

Our Advantages 

Our service takes advantage of the dynamic of Latin American people and their 

microentrepreneurs; offering security, quality, fast delivery, and cost/time reductions that our 

customers do not have at this moment; we create an advantage that is difficult to provide, there is 

no application in Latin America that works with microentrepreneurs and supermarket’s 

consumers. 

 

The extra features are our differentiating factors, features like Food Plans, Scheduled List, 

Inventory, Account Balance Reports, Social Media Interactions, Alerts/Reminders, Barcode 

Scanning, and many more will make our application an important tool for the everyday life, our 

goal is to make these businesses to compete with the big enterprises. 
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Execution 

Marketing & Sales 

Marketing Plan 

Our marketing plan will concentrate in Social Media Advertising, promotions to our cTarget, 

discount for referrals, products placement for our cSource, discount in new products, gift cards, 

food and agriculture events, place our logo in every cSource facility. 

Sales Plan 

Our Marketing and Operational Teams will focus on creating new customers every day, in the 

first phase we need to have a pilot with a few cSource in a regular area in every city. We are 

designing a Marketing Strategy to sell subscriptions for our cSource, our salespeople will have 

many tools to attract our future customers, like audiovisual pitches for every type of customer. 

This information will give us a better understanding of our customers in real time, and we will be 

able to convince new customers with the results and the testimony of our earlier clients. 

 

Operations 

Locations & Facilities 

We are forecasting to have three offices in Ecuador, However, we will begin opening just one in 

Quito, when the operation gets bigger then we will open new offices and we will expand our 

operations to Colombia and Peru. We do not need a big space, in any event for a large audience; 

we will rent a place with the adequate characteristics to hold any kind of meeting. 

 

When in production, our operations team will hire big storage areas to start supplying our 

customers directly from the producers, also we will sell our franchise for customers who want 

the branding and be part of our supply chain platform. 

Technology 

Most of the technology will be design by us, our development team will work with servers 

hosted in the cloud and for our operation, and we will need the standard tools like mail services, 

virtual conference rooms, laptops and internet. 

Once a large number of users adopts the application, we will design a datacenter to host it, in the 

phase 2 we will design a device, which we will use to create a network for our protocols. 
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Milestones & Metrics 

Milestones 

1. 1 Million Transactions in less than a month. 

2. 1 Million Users before reaching the end of the first quarter. 

3. Increase the profits of our suppliers in less than a month. 

4. Give better alternative to plastic and promote the use of ecofriendly materials. 

5. Reduce food waste. 

Key Metrics 

 Number of users. 

 Number of transactions. 

 Number of drivers. 

 Satisfaction Surveys. 

 Quality Control. 

 Waste Control. 

 Social Media Presence. 
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Company Overview 

LaTienda is an Ecuadorian Startup based in Guayaquil, Joi and Josue Flores are the co-founders 

of the platform, Joi is the CEO and owns 51% of the company, and Josue is CMO and owner of 

49% of the company. Our team is working under company agreements and they will get part of 

the shares of the company. 

 

Our Mission is to create a platform that allows people to buy products from their homes or where 

they prefer, with a simple app and in a few steps, they will have the grocery list at their front 

door in the shortest period of time, giving always best quality and image and credibility in the 

market. 

Our Vision is to be an International Company, covering all Latin American countries, making 

LaTienda a tool for the well-being of society and environment.  

 

Team 

Management Team 

Chief Operating Officer - Leonardo Silva 

 

Supply Chain and Project Management professional with experience in fashion, digital 

solutions, change management, virtual sampling, and training and musician. 

He is the Senior Manager of Business Solutions and Training of Global Brands Group (GBG). 

He led several projects aimed to accomplish the global vision of the Fung Group to digitalize the 

supply chain. These projects involved development, training and implementation of digital 

solutions, systems, process review and change management in Asia for Apparel, Footwear, 

Home, Accessories and Handbags in more than 15 offices in 10 countries involving more than 

2000 people globally. 

 

Chief Data Officer - Eduardo Zapata 

 

He is a Business Intelligence Consultant, writer, Oracle instructor, and entrepreneur.   

He is a Project Manager and Pre-Sales Representative at Invesfordesa, company he founded in 

2016, he also works as an advisor in Business Intelligence decisions for one of the biggest media 

companies in Ecuador. He participated in the Datawarehouse department of one of the biggest 

media companies in Ecuador where he helped with the management of the commercial processes 

with his Datamart Models to automate efficiently the requirements to satisfy the needs of 

information. In his spare time, He likes literature and he has a poetry book ready to be publish, 

he also likes to write scripts for theater. 
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Chief Financial Officer – Karen González 

 

She is an experienced Head of Finance with a demonstrated history of working in the 

information technology and service industry. 

Currently, she is the Regional Chief Financial Officer of Grupo Microsistemas Jovichsa, best 

known in the market by its tradename GMS, a company dedicated to the provision of IT security 

services and products, with operating presence in Panama, Colombia, Peru and Ecuador. 

 

In GMS, she has supported the implementation of several financial tools as well as indicators 

which have let to the company understand and manage important issues of its daily happening 

such as accounts receivable collection, cash flow, the appropriate debt of level and also realize 

the most relevant variables to be analyzed in investment decisions and internal projects. She also 

is the responsible of budget development and its monthly tracing, prediction of key variables, 

and relationship with banks, suppliers and control entities. 

 

She was educated in Escuela Superior Politecnica del Litoral, one of the most prestigious 

Universities in Ecuador, where she obtained a master’s degree in Finance (2016) and a 

bachelor’s degree in Economics with specialization in Finance and Business Management 

(2009) too. She additionally has been formed in International Financial Reporting Standards 

(2010), and since that time she has attended several conferences for Accounting and Tax 

updates. 

 

Chief Technology Officer - David Balseca 
 

He is a Telecommunications Engineer, self-taught programmer, gamer enthusiast and song-

writer/musician. With more than 8 years of experience working in Service Provider 

environments. He worked for a Cisco gold partner since 2011 until 2017, he quickly escalated 

getting a position as a Technical Leader in the company after achieving his first CCIE (Top 

certification in the Industry) in early 2014. Later on, he would achieve another CCIE and other 

certifications from different vendors.  In 2018 he left his Ecuador, to work in Peru as a 

consultant for a Mobile Service Provider. A year later he moved to Mexico after accepting an 

offer to work in a Next Generation Data Center project for one of the top Mobile Service 

Providers in Latin America 

 

Chief Marketing Officer - Josue Flores 
 

He is a salesman, film director, graphic designer and entrepreneur.  He is the founder and 

manager of Camellito Advertising Agency, an advertising company that has worked with 

hundreds of microenterprises such as stores, bakeries, farm markets, and more. 

He has worked since he was eleven years old, modeling figures, drawing/painting, as a freelance 

designer, he has started many businesses by cooperating and having alliances with dozens of 

businesses partners. He started his second society with three friends in 2018, a filmmaking 

company, he is in charge of the production and direction of films in this company.  

This year, he is investing in his third startup DannaSupplier, a small store to sell printing 

supplies.  
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Chief Executive Officer - Joi Flores 
 

He is an Electronic and Telecom Engineer, consultant, nomad, entrepreneur.   

 

He has been working in Telecommunications with Customer Engagement Platforms and Contact 

Center Solutions since 2011 as a consultor for many different companies in many diverse 

industries, such as, health services, food industries, internet and telephony service providers, 

call center outsourcing, retail supply chain management, amongst others in Latin America.   

  

He graduated in 2010 and since then he has traveled to work for many companies in cities like, 

Bogotá - Colombia, Buenos Aires - Argentina, Lima - Peru, Santo Domingo - Dominican 

Republic, San Pedro Sula - Honduras, and Quito, Guayaquil and Cuenca in Ecuador. Living the 

culture of every city, he has learned the dynamic of the Latin America people and their cultures 

and economies, and as an engineer, he has always kept in mind ways to improve their lives.  

  

Since early age, he visited many times a family farm his grandmother had, he always found 

nature fascinating and the agriculture sector was always an option for his career. He started to 

work with computers at the age of 12, he became very curious for new technologies and how to 

use them and rapidly acquire the knowledge to install and fix them without having previous 

training, since then, he has focused his learning in new technologies and their applications. He 

has also study music and plays the guitar, he loves folk music and rock and roll.  

  

He was educated at Escuela Superior Politecnica del Litoral in Guayaquil, in his second third 

and fourth semesters he taught Linear Algebra and Vectorial Calculus as an assistant professor, 

explaining difficult things with simple terms has been his greatest strength and mathematics has 

been always his passion and he always looks for ways to applied them.   

In 2012, He decided to put his attention in a new form of money created with cryptography on 

the internet, later that year he invested a considerable sum from his savings in this new 

technology and started to study economics seriously, after finding the flaws in the mathematics 

of the theories, now he is designing a new process to develop economies and to educate.  

 

Board of Advisors. 

Jim Davidson – Eldar Capital’s Principal for Education, Mining, & Business Development 

 

Pavol Lupták – Nethemba CEO – Security Partner. 

 

Wendy Andrade – GuruSoft General Manager – Software development partner. 
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Financial Plan 

Forecast 

Key Assumptions 

We are using official data for our forecast, the information of the last census (2015), historical 

prices of the basket of needs, Financial Information of the biggest Ecuadorian supermarkets in 

the past five years, we have noticed that these numbers have vastly increased in the last decade. 

 

We did a market research with potential customers and more than the 90% of them will be glad 

to use our application, also we use the real prices to calculate the sales volume and logistical 

process. The cost of operation could increase when the demand increases and this does not affect 

the Profit Margin of the service. 

 

There are 45.000 stores (without adding other similar types of businesses like bakeries, liquor 

stores, butcheries, hardware stores and more), in order to satisfy the demand of 1.5 Million 

families (without adding the rest of the population, locals and foreigners) for one order of 62 

USD every week to complete the basket of basic needs, we are projecting 12.000 drivers in the 

three cities with a small percentage (15%) of absence because of the free days of the week per 

driver. 

 

We estimate 6.000.000 orders per month, and our data points that every driver should at least 

make 18 deliveries per day, with a 25 minutes’ maximum period for the delivery, they will work 

seven and half hours per day. The calculations below show the revenue with three different sets 

of fees, the suppliers will generate between 34 Million to 51 Million USD for our company, and 

the delivery team will generate from 1.6 Million to 2.7 Million USD with the three different fees. 

 

Suppliers cSource Orders/month ($62) Fee 10% Fee 12% Fee 15% 

Quito 17,000  $                  140,616,000   $                   14,061,600   $                     16,873,920   $                     21,092,400  

Guayaquil 17,000  $                  140,616,000   $                   14,061,600   $                     16,873,920   $                     21,092,400  

Cuenca 11,000  $                     60,264,000   $                     6,026,400   $                       7,231,680   $                       9,039,600  

Total 45,000  $                  341,496,000   $                   34,149,600   $                     40,979,520   $                     51,224,400  

Table 3 – Suppliers Revenue 

 

Delivery Monthly Drivers Transactions/month Fee 15% ($2) Fee 20% ($2) Fee 25% ($2) 

Quito 4,200 2,268,000  $              680,400   $              907,200   $             1,134,000  

Guayaquil 4,200 2,268,000  $              680,400   $              907,200   $             1,134,000  

Cuenca 1,800 972,000  $              291,600   $              388,800   $                 486,000  

Total 10,200 5,508,000  $          1,652,400   $          2,203,200   $              2,754,000  

Table 4 – Drivers Revenue 
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Revenue by Month 

These values are projected with a specific percentage (Supplier/Driver 10, 12, 15/15, 20, 25) for 

using our services. 

 

 
Figure 19 – Suppliers Monthly Revenue with a 10% fee. 

 

 

 
Figure 20 – Drivers Monthly Revenue with a 10% fee. 
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Figure 21 – Suppliers Monthly Revenue with a 12% fee. 

 

 

 
Figure 22 – Drivers Monthly Revenue with a 20% fee. 
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Figure 23– Drivers Monthly Revenue with a 15% fee. 

 

 

 
Figure 24 – Drivers Monthly Revenue with a 25% fee. 
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Net Profit by Year 

Our Net Profit in every scenario is remarkable, we estimate that with a small initial investment to 

design this solution we will deliver many benefits for every user of the platform, with the 

historical information and feedback; our company will be in constant improvement, delivering 

more benefits and generating more profits. 

 

 
Figure 16 – LaTienda Financial Performance`Scenario 1 
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Financing 

Use of Funds 

Our team first will focus on the development of the application and operations, we will use the 

funds in these areas if we raised between 10% and 50% of the total amount, and we will focus on 

the other areas when we pass the 50%. 

At the beginning of the project we will present different possible scenarios to manage risks and 

to choose the best option with our partners, for example; logistics partners, development 

companies, hosting and datacenter services, marketing and advertising, and every aspect for the 

good of the company. 

 

Sources of Funds  

We are looking for 3.5 Million USD in financing for the first year of operations, for this initial 

investment we are offering 25% of the total shares of the company, we expect to use the funds as 

estimated in the following table, and in the second year when the application generates bigger 

profits, we will plan how to use the cash flow to enhance and expand our operations.  

 

 

First Year of Operations  

Marketing $1,000.000 

Administrative $750.000 

Development $1,000.000 

Operations $750.000 

Total $3,500.000 

Table 5 – Financial Planning. 
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One City Scenario. 

Since our operation aims to replace supermarkets, we propose Guayaquil as our pilot city, all 

members of the team have lived in this city and learned the movement of its markets, Quito is 

also a very attractive city and most of the digital customers live in that city. 

 

Our Company needs to deliver as many orders as we can, it would be perfect for us to have a big 

delivery staff, we need to equip every motorcicle with a box that is secured and well adjusted to 

preserve every product, if we plan to start with one city we will need at least 4200 drivers 

(boxes). We can also start with a smaller part of a city, in this scenario we will need less delivery 

people and hence we can start with a smaller investment. 

 

We need 1,23 Million USD, this includes Development of the Platform, Administrative Wages, 

Operations, Marketing Budget and Office Expenses for one entire city 

When our Company starts to generate income, we will use part of the profits to propagate our 

branding and operations to the next city. 

 

*For more information consult the following documents: 

LaTienda_FinnancialForecast_Guayaquil and LaTienda_FinnancialPlanning_Guayaquil. 


